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Stages

Stages

Professional Growth Stage – Room 4
Place totally aligned to the individual level.
Get insights for your professional development and grow your leadership skills in VUCA times.
Hear first-hand stories from and experience an evidence-based approach.
Forward thinking doers talk about self-empowerment, cyber risk & security culture development, communicating cyber risk to the board and breaking down silos.

Workshops – Room 2, 3 and 11
Additionally, the various workshops offer you the possibility to take actual control and
become active. These are the sessions where Thought Leadership becomes Action
Leadership. On March 3 the “Live crisis simulations” offer you the chance to improve your
crisis communication skills throughout a cybersecurity incident. On March 4 a “Lego Serious
Play-workshop” will let you experience how the use of agile methods can support in security
processes.

Matchmaking – Matchmaking Area
The central theme of Command Control 2020 is Cyber Resilience.
To reach a better Cyber Resilience the agenda of Command Control 2020 is built on three
content pillars that we grant individual stages – global level, organization level and individual
level content.

Global Foresight Stage – Room 13 (forenoon)

8 Meet-ups and 4 Speed-Networking sessions will give you the chance to meet and exchange
with other summit participants. Just step by the matchmaking area – you can either join those
sessions spontaneously or show your interest in advance by pinning your business card on the
corresponding wall in the matchmaking area.
Mostly all sessions on the Global Foresight, Business Impact and Professional Growth Stage
will offer simultaneous translation.

Sets the spotlight on global trends and regulations.
Presented are political, social, academic and cultural trends relevant to all markets, focusing
on synergies and levers between them. Despina Spanou, Head of Cabinet of the Vice President of European Commission of Mr. Schinas will present the state of the security union at the
beginning of a new decade. Brittany Kaiser, Cambridge Analytica Whistleblower will share how
a data secure and cyber resilient future can be achieved. Viktor Mayer-Schönberger, Professor
for Internet Governance at the Oxford University will show why the final days of conventional
approaches to cybersecurity are over and why a shift in mind towards Cyber Resilience is
necessary. Also emerging technological developments like the blockchain based distributed
ledger technology will be presented from IOTA Co-Founder and Chairman of the Board of
Directors Dominik Schiener.

Business Impact Stage – Room 13 (afternoon)
Focuses on the organization and company level.
Attending this stage directly impacts the success of your organization. It`s a place where
organizations acquire practical knowledge how to turn cybersecurity into an asset.
Immerse into real-world corporate challenges, directions and solutions. This stage discusses
cybersecurity at the start of the digital transformation process, Vendor Risk Management as
well as all privacy and GDPR relevant questions.
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Agenda

TUESDAY

10:45 a.m. - 11:15 a.m.

MARCH 3, 2020

Global Foresight Stage
09:00 a.m. - 09:15 a.m.

Agenda

Steve Durbin – Managing Director, Information Security
Forum
In the face of an increasingly complex and growing threat
landscape, where digital and physical worlds are starting to
collide, organisations will see an increase in the need to quantify
cyber risk and a move to reporting on reduction of cyber risk
on an ongoing basis at the highest of levels in the organisation.
Moving forward, enterprise risk management must be extended
to create risk resilience.
In this keynote presentation, Steve will discuss approaches to
managing the changing technological and business landscape
from both his own perspective in running the ISF and from his
experience of working with boards of global organisations who
are implementing a risk-based approach to cyber resilience.

Room 13
Welcome
Messe München Chairman & CEO Klaus Dittrich;
Daniel Ramamoorthy – Moderator

09:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Learnings from Cambridge Analytica: How to achieve a data
secure and cyber resilient future?
Brittany Kaiser – Whistleblower Cambridge Analytica
Have you ever thought about your personal internet usage from a
data protection perspective? If not, then you should definitely not
miss Brittany Kaiser!
In her opening keynote, she’ll talk about her personal
experiences and ideas on why we need data protection
legislation, technology regulation, and digital education.
As whistleblower in the Cambridge Analytica Case she sees this
talk as her duty and will give you exciting insights in the way she
works every day to positively influence the future of technology in
order to be more ethical, more transparent, and more beneficial
for society. You’ll also learn what she thinks is our only hope for a
data secure future and free will.
This inspiring keynote will be the right kick-off for two days of
learning about the importance of cyber resilience.

10:00 a.m. - 10:45 a.m.
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11:15 a.m. - 12:00 noon

Networks of Trust – The security potential of the blockchain
based distributed ledger technology
Dominik Schiener – Co-Founder & Chairman of the Board of
Directors, IOTA
The rapid growth of the Internet of Things came at the cost
of security and privacy. With more sophisticated cyber-attacks
targeting our mission critical infrastructure, we need to rethink
how we enable the vision of a connected and secure future.
Distributed Ledgers such as IOTA have the potential to be
the Trust Layer of our digital economy and society, but there
are still some major barriers to overcome before we see their
full potential. This talk will explore the current status of the
technology and adoption and where we are heading.
By solving the inefficiencies of the Blockchain, IOTA, based on
the revolutionary distributed ledger technology, the Tangle, is the
missing link for the Internet of Everything and Web 3.0. Powering
a secure, scalable and feeless transaction settlement layer, IOTA
will empower machines and humans to participate in flourishing
new permissionless economies - the most important one being
the Machine Economy which we are building.

Beyond the Security Looking Glass
Jimmy Sanders – Head of Information Security, Netflix
His motivational executive talk will not be technical but
about new ideas and techniques at the speed of business.
His session will consist of ideas that are changing security
practices and company culture that various industry leaders
are working towards. Information security professionals and
digital transformation leaders will profit most from his ideas and
techniques.
Be curious about the essential insights of the person who ensures
the business continuity of your favorite series!

Cyber Resilience – from a CEOs perspective

12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

Networking Lunch Break
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Agenda

1:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.

The state of the security union at the beginning of a new
decade
Despina Spanou – Head of Cabinet of the VP of European
Commission M. Schinas

1:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Business Impact Stage
4:00 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.

4:45 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
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from 6:00 p.m.

Opening Party

Meltdown in the emergency room: Is the health sector cyber
proof ?
Prof. Dr. Alscher – Director, Bosch Health Campus;
Prof. Jäschke – Director, Institute for Security and Data
Protection in the Health Sector;
Moderator: Oliver Rolofs – connecting trust

Viktor Mayer-Schönberger – Professor Internet Governance,
Oxford University
The days of conventional approaches to cybersecurity are finally
over since Cambridge Analytica and Facebook. Now we see
dangers that arise from the organizational structure of our digital
lighthouses. Through them we all become vulnerable. That's what
we need to react to with a changed view of cyber security before
it's too late. Why and how is content of this keynote.
Networking Coffee Break

Resilience Foresight: How to tell if your organization’s
“immune system” handles modern cyber threats

Your company is the victim of a targeted or accidental cyber
attack. But what then? How can you ensure through clever
preparation that your organization remains fit for work – i.e. has
resilience? Four Thought Leaders from our Premium Partners
IBM, EY, Verizon and Bitdefender with different areas of expertise
provide a 360-degree view of the topic and explain, among
other things, how resistance can be measured. There is also a
discussion about which tasks should never be outsourced and
which should better be taken on by a service provider. Do you
have any questions about resilience? Perfect. Bring them with you
and discuss.

Rethink Cyber-Security – Cyber-Resilience demands a new
Mindset

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Room 13

Panelists: Lisa Unkelhäußer, Arno Edelmann,
Matthias Bandemer, Liviu Arsene;
Moderator: Uli Ries

Women in Cyber: role model program
Nina Hasratyan – Policy Manager, ECSO; Zeina Zakhour –
CTO; Elena García Díez – CISO
The fire-side chat will be hosted by the Women4Cyber Initiative,
which was set up to target the inherently complex cybersecurity
field and meet the growing demand for cybersecurity
professionals in Europe. Through various actions, Women4Cyber
aims to encourage more girls and women towards careers in
cyber security. The latest action is the recently launched role
model programme #SpotlightW4C that in the future will evolve
into the European Book of Cyber Women. On the occasion of
the fire-side chat, get to know what challenges the role model
and Women4Cyber Council members Zeina Zakhour and Elena
García Díez encounter in there positions as CTO and CISO, how
it relates in their capacity as a woman and how they balance and
manage it.

2:00 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.

Agenda

Health care is one of the most vulnerable industries for
cyberattacks, due to high-profile data breaches and the migration
of patient data to electronic health record systems.
Furthermore medical devices become more digitally
interconnected and interoperable, they can improve the care
patients receive and create efficiencies in the health care system
but they can also be vulnerable to security breaches potentially
impacting the safety and effectiveness of the device.
from 6:00 p.m.

Opening Party
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Agenda

Professional Growth Stage
10:20 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

Room 4

Securing the Known Unknowns: “Learnings from the banking
sector on 3rd Party Risk Management”

Agenda

12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

Networking Lunch Break

1:00 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.

The VUCA of Cyber Security – Leading when nothing is certain
Dr. Andreas Kleinschmidt

Stephen Boyer – CTO; Bob Lewis – Head of Cyber Risk,
Lloyds Banking; Moderator: Tom Köhler – connecting trust
11:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

The specification sheet used to be the direction in IT
management – agile processes now require a new leadership
style.

The first 100 days in the office of the CISO

What does VUCA mean and what challenges does it bring for
cybersecurity and cyber resilience leaders?

Magda Chelly – CISO on Demand
With the current globalisation, a CISO must adapt his/her
strategies; building the risk posture of the company to various
specificities related to culture, privacy and regulatory landscape.
It is important for a CISO to understand the industry as well, to
succeed in his/her role. The role of the CISO comes with a C-level
designation defining the criticality and the responsibility towards
the company itself.

Andreas Kleinschmidt approaches the problem across two axes
with supposed conflicting goals: freedom from errors versus
flexibility.
He exposes pitfalls and gives applicable answers to the
question of how leadership needs to adapt in times of Volatility,
Uncertainty, Complexity and Ambiguity.

As a CISO, having answers to fundamental questions in providing
quality cyber security services is critical.
In her presentation, Magda Chelly will present the different
stages of a CISO’s 100 first days, after joining a new organization.
She will share her own lessons learned; building resilience
programs, and present quick wins and tips on how to gain
stakeholders support while building a new cyber aware culture.

Look forward to a keynote that does not get stuck in theory but
brings challenges and solutions to life with real life examples.
1:45 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.

Jürgen Hahn – CFO, Medium sized fashion company
Chatham House Rules

Join her, and leave with key takeaways about: business cyber
resilience, the CISO’s central role, communications with the
teams, and the board.
11:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon
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Jürgen Hahn is Chief Financial Officer of an international leading
fashion company and has been leading the Finance and Human
Resources ever since. In September 2019 the company was target
of a comprehensive cyberattack. This has caused a failure of the
IT Systems of the medium-sized company to a greater extent.
Hahn will share in an exclusive “Chatham House Rules-session”
his personal learnings from this time. The session will give you
the chance to see in what way the management board is involved
in a cyber-attack and show what requirements a secure digital
transformation involve. Benefit from his transparent case study.

Facing the challenges of cloud security – practical insights on
the assessment process at Volkswagen AG
Mauro Pianezzola – Group Information Security Head
Projects & Processes | Volkswagen AG
Cloud Security – one of the most trending cybersecurity topics in
2020.
Companies that want to use cloud solutions are often concerned
about the security of their data. Nevertheless, the use of services
in and from the cloud is growing steadily. Which challenges does
information security face through the cloud and how can you
solve them?
Mauro Pianezzola responsible for Information-Security projects,
will not only share his practical insights on the cooperation with
cloud partners, but will also give tips, how to evaluate future
projects.
His keynote informs the classic IT assessment on prem to
assessment from the cloud and provides information on how
the competence center Deutsche Cyber-Sicherheitsorganisation
(DCSO) founded by Allianz SE, BASF SE, Bayer AG und
Volkswagen AG can support.

Handling a cyber attack from a CFO's perspective

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Networking Coffee Break
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Agenda

3:45 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Current trends in Cyber Espionage

Workshop

Dennis Kergl – Director CAZ Bayern,
Bavarian State Office for Protection of the Constitution

9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

As head of the Cyber Alliance Center Bavaria (CAZ), Dennis
Kergl is responsible for the prevention and defense of electronic
espionage attacks department at the Bavarian State Office
for Protection of the Constitution. Before that, he worked as
a researcher in the area of network security and automated
evaluation of internet content and as such he was involved in the
establishment of the Cyber Defense

research institute “CODE”
at the University of the Bundeswehr in Munich. The CAZ supports
companies based in Bavaria, universities and operators of critical
infrastructure in the defense against hacker attacks. At Command
Control, he will inaugurate the participants of his lecture on
Tuesday, March 3, in the current trends in cyber espionage.
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Agenda

Every 30 minutes, the whole day, hosted by EY, Room 0.336
30-minute discussion on one of your most pressing cybersecurity
issues with hands-on tips.
Even if your cyber team is well-equipped, you might have a
cybersecurity challenge which keeps you up at night.
Happy to welcome you in a confidential environment to work with
EY's Information and Cybersecurity colleagues on this issue. EY's
half-hour session will provide you immediately with quick handson tips.
For registration please contact the EY team on booth 104.
Sessions start every 30 minutes.
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Lion's Den – Start Up Pitch

The Startups will present their business idea to a skilled jury of
experts and an attentive audience of interested new customers.
The Lions will give feedback and award their favorite startup.
We are honored to welcome our great jury:

from 6:00 p.m.

Dr. Sattler – CISO, Jungheinrich AG

•

Michael Helisch – VP InfoSec and GRC, Wirecard;

•

Prof. Dr. Helmbrecht – former president ENISA,
Professor at the Bundeswehr University Munich

•

Willi Mannheims – Partner eCAPITAL ENTREPRENEURIAL
PARTNERS AG

•

Andreas Jagdhuber – Head of Innovation Lab (MunichRe)

10:45 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.

LIVE CRISIS SIMULATION: Are you ready to test your crisis
management and communication skills in a cyber security
incident and Social Media storm?
KEKST CNC – Room 11b
Experience a fully interactive and digitally-driven crisis training on
our Situation Room platform.
During the live simulation, you will work as the crisis response
team of a major European brand. Each participant will receive
a laptop and a phone. The crisis unfolds in real-time on a
personalized dashboard. Here you will receive important
information such as the latest news coverage, create and share
documents, make phone calls, send emails and manage Social
Media channels. You will be able to fully respond and interact
with different stakeholders including journalists, customers or
online audiences. The Kekst CNC team steers the crisis from a
second room, reacting to every move your team makes.
Workshop duration approx. 90 min

Opening Party

12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
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Protect the backbone of your business - Focus Session on
proactive ERP Security
Nadine Müller - EY , Room 3
As SAP forms the backbone of your business and hosts your core
data and secrets, this requires a proactive protection approach.
So, we will look on how to safeguard data from ever evolving
threats in a rapidly changing hybrid SAP system landscape.
Well implemented SAP security including a secure architecture,
securely developed codes and apps, continuous threat
monitoring of the SAP application layer and the integration into
your security strategy and infrastructure will protect you against
hacker attacks, loss of data or other threats allowing ongoing
solid business and innovations preventing both loss of reputation
and money.
Duration of session approx. 90 min.

Meet our 10 startups and get a glimpse of the future in
cybersecurity.

•

1:1 Hands-on tips Speed Session

Networking Lunch Break
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Agenda

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

LIVE CRISIS SIMULATION: Are you ready to test your crisis
management and communication skills in a cyber security
incident and Social Media storm?

Agenda

5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Nadine Müller - EY , Room 3

KEKST CNC – Room 11b
Experience a fully interactive and digitally-driven crisis training on
our Situation Room platform.
During the live simulation, you will work as the crisis response
team of a major European brand. Each participant will receive
a laptop and a phone. The crisis unfolds in real-time on a
personalized dashboard. Here you will receive important
information such as the latest news coverage, create and share
documents, make phone calls, send emails and manage Social
Media channels. You will be able to fully respond and interact
with different stakeholders including journalists, customers or
online audiences. The Kekst CNC team steers the crisis from a
second room, reacting to every move your team makes.
Workshop duration approx. 90 min
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Trust on the inside – Mitigating the insider threat: learn and
discuss the latest results of academic profiling
Dr. Edith Huber – Donau-University Krems – Room 2
Bettina Pospisil - Donau-University Krems
Offenses such as data theft, misuse or exploration of company
secrets are also committed by in-house perpetrators. The
research expert for cyber crime Dr. Edith Huber will, based on
the analysis of numerous case files, present the most typical
insider attacks. This session will not only help you to get ahead of
insider threats, Dr. Huber will also introduce the most appropriate
awareness measures in this field.

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Networking Coffee Break

4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

LIVE CRISIS SIMULATION: Are you ready to test your crisis
management and communication skills in a cyber security
incident and Social Media storm?
KEKST CNC – Room 11b
Experience a fully interactive and digitally-driven crisis training on
our Situation Room platform.
During the live simulation, you will work as the crisis response
team of a major European brand. Each participant will receive
a laptop and a phone. The crisis unfolds in real-time on a
personalized dashboard. Here you will receive important
information such as the latest news coverage, create and share
documents, make phone calls, send emails and manage Social
Media channels. You will be able to fully respond and interact
with different stakeholders including journalists, customers or
online audiences. The Kekst CNC team steers the crisis from a
second room, reacting to every move your team makes.
Workshop duration approx. 90 min
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Protect the backbone of your business - Focus Session on
proactive ERP Security

As SAP forms the backbone of your business and hosts your core
data and secrets, this requires a proactive protection approach.
So, we will look on how to safeguard data from ever evolving
threats in a rapidly changing hybrid SAP system landscape.
Well implemented SAP security including a secure architecture,
securely developed codes and apps, continuous threat
monitoring of the SAP application layer and the integration into
your security strategy and infrastructure will protect you against
hacker attacks, loss of data or other threats allowing ongoing
solid business and innovations preventing both loss of reputation
and money.
Duration of session approx. 90 min.
from 6:00 p.m.

Opening Party

Matchmaking
For all matchmaking formats the meeting-point is in the matchmaking area in the foyer
10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

Meet Up: Let's drive Cyber Resilience together: Breaking up
the organisational silos
“Let's drive Cyber Resilience together: Breaking up the
organisational silos” will focus on Cyber Resilience as the
defining element of a sustainable digital transformation and
the need to break down organisational silos. Silos between IT –
product development – data protection etc..
We invite speakers, attendees and partners to join the discussion
to share experiences, insights, best-practices and also challenges

11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

Speed Networking: Past Experience meets future opinions
(Generational CISO meet up)
Past Experience meets future opinions: Generational CISO Meet
Up – Meet and Network within CISO professionals, to exchange
perspectives, enhance your personal network and therefore drive
Cyber Resilience.
We invite in particular Information Security Professionals – either
junior or senior – who are open to exchange perspectives in this
speed reverse mentoring session e.g. on current challenges,
career advice and on driving Cyber Resilience within the
organisation.

12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

Networking Lunch Break
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Agenda

1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Meet Up: Ideal Organisational Structure for an efficient CISO

Agenda

5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Let's discuss the ideal organisational structure for an efficient
CISO. What are key elements that help a CISO drive Cyber
Resilience within any organisation. Share your insights and
experience on approaches, key drivers and best-practices.
We invite speakers, attendees and partners to join the discussion
around the organisational set-up and open up different
perspectives on how organisations can ensure the CISO role is
effectively and efficiently positioned and equiped to drive Cyber
Resilience.
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Meet Up: Best Practices to recruit and retain CISOs and
Security Professionals
Recruiting Talent within Cybersecurity and CISOs is one of the
most challenging tasks currently within the Tech Industry.
We invite Thought Leaders, partners and our guests to join the
discussion around Best Practices to recruit and retain CISOs and
Security Professionals.

from 6:00 p.m.

Opening Party

Speed Networking: Let's discuss future challenges in
Automotive Security
In the future the vehicle is permanently and seamlessly
connected. This serves for new functions in the car and beyond,
for example regarding infotainment, vehicle security or intelligent
traffic management. At the same time holistic connectivity also
is the key to automated vehicles. However, new functions such
as wireless updates to vehicle electronics are accompanied by
risks, especially when it comes to data transfer between the car
an its environment. We are looking forward to the exchange on
securing autonomous driving, protecting entertainment systems
etc..

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Networking Coffee Break

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Meet Up: Let's share our lessons learned on Industrial &
IIoT Security
Digitalization and Industry 4.0 ensure that critical infrastructures,
connected manufacturing processes and the many great smart
devices become the focus of cyber-attacks.
Industrial & IIoT Security is somewhat special, so that asset
owners and manufacturers are now faced with the challenge that
many solutions don’t exist yet and have not been tested.

Does cybersecurity only
become a priority once
you’ve been attacked?
We help you to securely navigate
the Transformative Age.
www.de.ey.com/cybersecurity

Due to this, an exchange of ideas and lessons learned within the
community is essential.
Our Meetup is an open discussion on how to deal with the new
challenges. Everyone is welcome!
Depending on the existing experience of the participants,
we exchange ideas at a high-level level or go into concrete
organizational and technical solutions.
16

“EY” and “we” refer to all German member ﬁrms of
Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited
by guarantee. ED None. MUK 2002-375

Meet and network with automotive professionals to exchange
perspectives, enhance your personal network and drive Cyber
Resilience within the automotive sector.
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Agenda

WEDNESDAY

11:15 a.m. - 12:00 noon

MARCH 4, 2020

Global Foresight Stage
09:00 a.m. - 09:45 a.m.

Agenda

Michael Lange – CDO, Apleona GmbH; Boris Neidich – CISO,
Apleona GmbH;
Moderator: Dr. Katja Nettesheim – CEO, Digital Transformer
Of The Year (DTOY)

Room 13
Cyber Resilience and trust in space – Crisis Management on
the ISS

Apleona Group is one of the leading Facility Managers with
operations across Europe. In the age of digitization, however,
Apleona needed to evolve its value proposition. We will hear
from Dr. Michael Lange, CDO of Apleona Group about Apleona’s
digital offering and what challenges he needed to overcome.

Dr. Suzanna Randall – first female astronaut in the space
What happens when a cyber attack happens at the ISS? Would
the International Space Station have an Incident Response
Plan? What about secure data transfer? Suzanna Randall knows
the answers! She is an astrophysicist and will possibly be the
first female German astronaut to go into space by 2021! Look
forward get to know more about the program that she’s currently
completing and emergency recovery plans on the ISS.
09:45 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Current cyber threat landscape across Europe – latest insights
from leading European police authorities
Philipp Amann – Head of Strategy, EC3/Europol;
Heiko Löhr – Head of Cyber Security Unit, BKA
Experience two Thought Leaders of Europol and BKA in a teamkeynote and learn from the joint cybercrime task force.

In addition, with more digital offerings, security challenges
change as well. Hence, Boris Neidich, CISO of Apleona Group,
will present how he manages to secure digital products while
evolving cybersecurity from a painful liability to an asset which
can be leveraged.
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

Networking Lunch Break

from 6:00 p.m.

Digital Transformer of the Year Award

Business Impact Stage
1:00 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.

After the great success of the perspective from the Federal Office
for the Protection of the Constitution in 2018 we want to give this
time the stage to the police.
10:30 a.m. - 11:15 a.m.

Room 13
Smart City Resilience: Securing our urban life
Jaak Tarien – Director, NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence
Centre of Excellence (CCDCOE);
Olaf-Gerd Gemein – Co-Founder, Smart Cities Lab;
Thomas Bönig – CIO & CDO, City of Munich ;
Evangelos Ouzounis, Head of Secure Infrastructure and
Services – ENISA
Moderator: Tom Köhler – Managing Partner, connecting trust

Empowering the CISO after the breach
Adam Banks – CIO, Maersk
The Danish shipping company was one of the most badly hit
NotPetya victims in 2017.

Do you know about the digital success story of Estonia and how it
became the role model for a smart nation? Have you ever heard
about the biggest international live- fire cyber defense exercise
in the world? When the answer to these questions is “no”, then
you’re very right in the keynote of Col. Tarien. Listen to him
talking about defending national infrastructure, the rocky path
Estonia has gone through and what you can take away, when it
comes to defend your company’s infrastructure.

Adam Banks was at the heart of efforts to both keep the
company going and repair the damage. After the attack, Maersk
moved risk governance from a central corporate function to a
CISO function.
In his insightful talk he’ll explain the details of this enforcement –
and when he expects the CISO to kick down the door.
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Cybersecurity at the start of the digital transformation
process – CDO and CISO in conversation

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Networking Coffee Break

from 6:00 p.m.

Digital Transformer of the Year Award
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Agenda

Professional Growth Stage
09:45 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Room 4

Agenda

1:00 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.

Kai Roer – Security Culture Advocat; Espen Otterstad – CISO,
ABAX

Data Protection in Practice
Dr. Stefan Brink – State Commissioner for Data Protection;
Dr. Carlo Piltz – Editor “Datenschutz Berater”;
Moderator: Uli Ries
Since the introduction of the GDPR, companies have been in
regular contact with the responsible supervisory authorities. This
may be due to advice needs, but also reports of data breaches
or hearings in administrative fine proceedings. What does the
cooperation look like in detail and how can this relationship
be shaped as positively as possible? The speakers report from
the perspective of two parties that often face each other in
practice and show which strategies lead to success. You will leave
this exciting lecture with the latest findings on handling and
interpreting the GDPR and the correct procedure for suspected
cases. Please bring your questions with you!

10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Experience a security culture advocat in conversation with
CISO Espen Otterstad about security culture and how it can be
measured, maintained and improved.
ABAX is a medium sized company operating in northern Europe
measuring its security culture across the whole organization.
Espen will also share how he applies this as a KPI to the board.
1:45 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Tim invented a maturity model for cyber security leadership
called CIRO to help organisations and individuals understand
what good looks like in cyber leadership.

Managing secure privacy programs now and in the future

Tim is besides that headhunting roles at the interface of digital
transformation and information risk (including senior leadership
team members as well as CISOs, CIOs and CTOs).
In his session he will share insides about executive assessment,
cybersecurity development and succession planning as well as his
psychometric approach to benchmark against digital leadership
maturity models.

Our partner IAPP (International Association of Privacy
Professionals) will host this cross-industry relevant session with
Dr. Anna Zeiter who is leading the Global Privacy Program of
eBay and Dr. Raether winner of the price for the most innovative
privacy program.
Leading Change: Build a Security Culture of Protect, Detect and
Respond
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This session will additionally provide you skills to navigate
through the digital landscape.
1:45 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

Logistics is a Secure Cloud First Game – See how DHL drove
true transformation for 200.000 users

Lance Spitzner – Security Awareness Lead, SANS

Isaac Odei – Head of Global Secure Access Build, DHL

Cybersecurity is no longer just about technology it is ultimately
about organizational change. Organizational change in not only
how people think about security but what they prioritize and
how they act, from the Board of Directors on down. Learn how
to become a far more effective security leader by leveraging
the principles of organizational change and embed security
throughout your workforce. Key things you will learn include:

Do you know that the world's largest logistics company is a cloud
company?

How we are driving attackers to target humans?
Why so many security initiatives fail at the human level?
What is a strong security culture and the two key elements to
creating one?
Most common mistakes organizations make attempting to
address the human element
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.

Cybersecurity Leadership – Assessing and Developing CISOs
with the CIRO-model
Tim Cook – inventor of the CISO & Information Risk Officer
Model (CIRO); Ray Stanton – former CISO of TDC

Dr. Philipp Raether – Head of Data Protection, Allianz;
Dr. Anna Zeiter – CPO, ebay; Paul Jordan, IAPP Managing
Director

11:30 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.

Measuring Security Culture

DHL drove multi threaded transformation initiatives like SD WAN,
Office 365, SSL Inspection, Infrastructure reduction and cost
reduction.
The fireside chat by DHL Thought Leader Isaac Odei, Head
of Global Secure Access Build DHL and Zscaler shows you
how this was accomplished - which lessons during their cloud
transformation process DHL learned and which pitfalls companies
should avoid. On the occasion of the fireside chat, you get to
know how to start your cloud journey in secure way.
3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Networking Coffee Break

Networking Lunch Break
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4:15 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Active Cyber Defence with the human sensor

Agenda

11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Ryan Heartfield – Researcher, University Greenwich

Phillip Larbey; Emmanuel Baeyens - Verizon - Room 3

Take away insights that apply practically in industry!

Workshop duration approx. 90 min

The notion that the human user is the weakest link in information
security is without question a pervasive reality in today’s
organisations.

Priority actions to prepare for, and deal with the immediate
aftermath of a cyber incident.
This workshop will discuss the business and cyber operations
level considerations that need to be made to respond to a
security incident effectively. The first hours after an incident are
crucial and will define the severity of the incident on the business.
Key personnel across the organisation need to be prepared to
make critical decisions at a moments notice, and your operational
teams need to know how to respond in order to contain evidence
and limit exposure. This session will equip you with the key
requirements of an effective incident response plan and help
identify gaps that may exist in your own plans.

The objective of the talk is to introduce the concept of “Humanas-a-Security-Sensor”, which aims to strengthen an organisation’s
cyber situational awareness, by complementing and augmenting
existing technical means in detection and mitigation of
semantic attacks by leveraging human sensing capacity and
experience. Ryan Heartfield will discuss the possibilities within
existing business environments, rather than exploring a purely
hypothetical aspect of security by covering a series of best
practices and scenarios.
5:00 p.m. - 5:15 p.m.

from 6:00 p.m.

Is your organisation breach-ready?

Summit Wrap up

12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

Networking Lunch Break

Moderator: Daniel Ramamoorthy

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

How to automate you Privacy Program efficiently? // How to
do effective Third Party Risk Management?

Digital Transformer of the Year Award

Florian Forster – OneTrust – Room 2

Workshop
09:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

Workshop duration approx. 90 min
The Workshop will be splitted into two parts.

Cybersecurity Mock Trial – How to deal with a cyberincident
from legal business perspective

1. How to automate your Privacy Program efficiently?
Discover the benefits of streamlining the daily tasks of your
privacy program. Automate workflows to reduce time and
effort while standardizing information collection and reporting
activities. Showcase of real automation examples and discuss
with privacy experts how to get your processes up to speed.

Dr. Alexander Niethammer, Olaf van Haperen – Eversheds
Sutherland – Room 2
Workshop duration approx. 90 min
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Lego Serious Play – Use of agile methods in security processes

2. How to do effective Third Party Risk Management?

Marcus Beyer – Thought Leader Security and Awareness
Campaigns – Room 11b

Experience how OneTrust Third Party Intelligence, based on
industry standards and regulations, can improve your risk
management and decrease exposure to privacy breaches.

Workshop duration approx. 90 min
“Lego Serious Play – Use of agile methods in security processes“
is a thinking, communication and problem solving technology
for use with individuals, teams and organizations. It helps to
discover the biggest challenges in planning of security awareness
campaigns, like hierarchical thinking or different previous
knowledge and approach in everyday professional life and helps
to fight them.
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2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Lego Serious Play – Use of agile methods in security processes
Marcus Beyer – Thought Leader Security and Awareness
Campaigns – Room 11b
Workshop duration approx. 90 min
“Lego Serious Play – Use of agile methods in security processes“
is a thinking, communication and problem solving technology
for use with individuals, teams and organizations. It helps to
discover the biggest challenges in planning of security awareness
campaigns, like hierarchical thinking or different previous
knowledge and approach in everyday professional life and helps
to fight them.
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3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Networking Coffee Break

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

World Café: Surveying Endpoint Security Requirements

Agenda

1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Let's discuss the current trends and challenges impacting
Cyber Resilience, share your perspectives and discuss how
to adress the Cyber Resilience. We like to gravitate towards
Digital Transformation, the impact of security awareness and
governance, risk and compliance management as a driving force
to organisational enablement.

Stefan Wieczorek – Director of Technology Scouting &
Evaluation; Tim Müller – Technology Analyst, DCSO Deutsche
Cyber-Sicherheitsorganisation GmbH – Room 3
Endpoint security solutions need to fulfill a vast amount of
requirements. In this workshop, we want to survey relevant
features for a broader customer base and allow you to compare
these insights with your own endpoint security strategy. To
complete the picture, our product experts will bring their
experiences evaluating IT security solutions to the table.
from 6:00 p.m.

We invite speaker, partners and attendees to join the discussion.
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Digital Transformer of the Year Award

11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

We invite speakers, partners and attendees to join the discussion.

Entering the conference and not sure what to do first? Enjoy a
delicious barista coffee & and meet new business partners!

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Networking Coffee Break

Meet Up: Let's get ready for the future: Which cybersecurity
skills will be needed in the AI-future?

4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Meet Up: Women in Cyber

While there is already a talent shortage of cybersecurity
professionals, let's share and discuss perspectives on what skills
will be needed and how to obtain those skills.

This meet up aims to bring together women in cybersecurity form
academia, industry, research etc. to share knowledge, experience,
networking and mentoring.

We invite Thought Leaders, partners and our guests to join the
discussion and share their perspectives.

We are honored to host this meet up session with our partner
Women4Cyber.

Speed Networking: Let's match Start ups & Corporates

We invite female speakers, partners and attendees to join the
discussion.

We invite you to meet and network with corporates and start ups
to exchange perspectives and find common ground to build on
the best of both worlds to drive Cyber Resilience.

5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Meet Up: Last chance to meetup and discuss your remaining
privacy questions
Close Command Control 2020 by exchanging your learnings,
impressions and key findings with other attendees. It’ll be taken
care for some refreshments. Take the chance to wrap up your
visit at Command Control together and take some extra contacts
home with you – GDPR compliant of course.

We are looking forward to this exchange on culture, how start ups
and corporates can collaborate as well as protect their customers
assets.
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

Speed Networking: Pitch your challenge within Cyber
Resilience
Open to everyone we invite you to pitch your challenges with
regard to Cyber Resilience in a Speed Networking session, to
meet peers and to provide food for thought on how to drive a
solution.

Matchmaking
For all matchmaking formats the meeting-point is in the matchmaking area in the foyer

10:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.

Meet Up: Cyber Resilience – Trends, Challenges and
Opportunities to drive Cyber Resilience within your
Organisation

Networking Lunch Break

We invite Thought Leaders, Partners and our guests to join the
discussion.
from 6:00 p.m.
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Matchmaking

MATCHMAKING: We want to help you to make meaningful business connections.
While humans are often considered to be the weakest link in cybersecurity, your personal
network can be your strongest asset to overcome a breach and drive cyber resilience. Expand
your network at Command Control 2020 with our matchmaking activities.
Meet relevant new contacts that directly impact your business. For summit attendees, the use
of our various matchmaking formats is already included in the ticket.
The Artificial Intelligence in our Networking App generates recommended matches. And, our
matchmaking team will initiate connections for you in person on site. Join our Meetups and
Speed-Networking-Sessions, to discuss perspectives and Best Practices with peers, speakers
and experts. Within our Matchmaking Area our Matchmakers will help you meet interesting
people by chance, and you can discuss further, while enjoying our excellent barista coffee.
Your Matchmaking options:

SUMMIT
MATCHMAKING

Matchmaker team
Rely on the networking skills of our 25 dedicated Matchmakers.

Matchmaking Area
This is not only the place for delicious barista coffee but also for promising meetings coming
up by chance or meetings scheduled via the app.

Meet-ups
Benefit from professional deep dives into specific topics and share your experiences with
experts, speakers and peers. Just come by the Matchmaking Area – you can either join those
sessions spontaneously or show your interest in advance by pinning your business card on the
corresponding wall in the Matchmaking Area. Check out the summit agenda for topics and
times.

Speed Networking
Meet multiple summit participants in short one-on-one conversations and decide who you
want to exchange more information with later. This is the most time efficient way to make
new contacts. Just come by the Matchmaking Area – you can either join those sessions
spontaneously or show your interest in advance by pinning your business card on the
corresponding wall in the matchmaking area. Check out the summit agenda for topics and
times.

MAKE MORE OF YOUR TIME WITH
OUR MATCHMAKING APP:
COMMAND CONTROL NETWORKING
LOG INTO
OUR APP:

Command Control Networking App
Inform yourself about the profiles of other attendees and get in touch with new contacts.
Schedule appointments via our event app and meet in the Matchmaking Area.
Important: For the Networking App to recommend the right contacts to you, it is important
that you have correctly inserted your data in the ticket registration process. However, you can
adjust these at any time in your personal profile. You can also subsequently grant your consent
to the transfer of the data to the app so other participants can find you. Your individual data
will be deleted within 6 Weeks after the event from the app.
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Start-up Program

Start-up program
Command Control also offers young and innovative companies the ideal platform to exchange ideas with international experts from the cybersecurity industry. In order to draw the
attention of potential new customers and users to their offer, the ten start-ups will present
themselves this year both in the Start-up Area on the 1st floor of the convention center and in
the Lion's Den Competition on March 3 at 4:30 pm.
The ten start-ups face an expert jury and an attentive audience and present their business
ideas and solutions for a better Cyber Resilience. The Lions provide qualified and direct
feedback. The winning company can expect an exciting prize again this year.
Thanks to our partner MunichRe for sponsoring a great prize!

The judges will be
•

Dr. Tim Sattler CISO, Jungheinrich AG

•

Prof. Udo Helmbrecht former President of ENISA, Professor at the Bundeswehr
University Munich

•

Michael Helisch Vice President Information Security Governance, Risk & Compliance,
Wirecard

•

Willi Mannheims Managing Partner, eCAPITAL

Among the start-ups that were able to secure one of the ten limited places this year are:

Learn more about our judges:
Dr. Tim Sattler is Corporate Information Security Officer of Jungheinrich AG and winner of the
CISO Award 2019. The doctor of physics has 20 years of professional experience in the fields
of information security, IT risk management and IT compliance. He is President of the German
branch of the professional association ISACA and is active in various ISACA committees at
national and international level. Dr. Sattler holds various professional certifications, including
CISM, CISA, CRISC, CGEIT, CISSP and CCSP.
Michael Helisch is Vice President Information Security Governance, Risk & Compliance at
Wirecard Service Technologies GmbH. Based on his expert knowledge in Information Security
and Operational Risk Management he is used to bridging gaps between business and security
requirements and thus strengthening business protection and resilience. Michael Helisch is
a leading expert in Security Awareness and has published the 1st reference book on Security
Awareness in German speaking countries.
Prof. Dr. Udo Helmbrecht has been a professor at the Institute of Computer Engineering at
the Bundeswehr University Munich since October 2019. As graduate physicist, he began his
career as a systems analyst, took over the role of CIO of the Bayerische Versorgungskammer
a few years later, and then set the central course for six years as President of the Federal
Office for Information Security (BSI). Most recently, he headed the European Union Agency for
Cybersecurity (ENISA).
Willy Mannheims is a successful founder, CEO and investor in information theory and IT
security with more than 25 years of experience in this field. Since 2016 he has been Managing
Partner of eCAPITAL entrepreneurial Partners AG. eCAPITAL is a venture capital firm that
provides early-stage and growth financing to technology companies in the areas of software
and information technology, cyber security and Industry 4.0.
Our start-ups are looking forward to your visit!
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Who will be there?

AND THE WINNER IS…

DIGITAL TRANSFORMER OF THE YEAR-AWARDS

We have a roster of outstanding nominees – from some higher Mittelstand companies to the
largest German corporations:

On the evening of March 4, succeeding the CDO track about digital transformation and
cybersecurity during the day, the prestigious ‘Digital Transformers of the Year’ will be awarded
to companies which have achieved outstanding successes in their digital transformation in the
last 12 months.
These awards have been conceived in 2016 already and are presented by a consortium of wellknown transformation players in Germany:
_MEDIATE, the Berlin based transformation boutique,
Vogel Communications Group, one of the largest German trade
information and publishing groups, with its transformationspecific publication Next Industry
Steinbeis School of Management + Innovation, the largest
private university in Germany.
The prize winners will – of course – only be announced at the evening event itself.
All partners are renown experts on the topic of corporate transformation in their respective
fields.

Why a transformation award at Command Control?
Digital transformation is only successful if it is secure and compliant. Security and compliance
on the other hand need to be in line with business requirements. Therefore, security/
compliance and transformation need to be brought, thought and executed together. But this
unfortunately is still far from reality, these two events have been combined under one joint
claim: “For a secure digital transformation.”

About the DTOY – Digital Transformer of the Year
The Digital Transformer of the Year Award is part of the DTOY initiative, which brings together
CEOs, CDOs, and other transformation leaders in one, mutually beneficial community. Its
climax is the DTOY Award, a celebration of the outstanding transformer in each core sector of
the German economy – embedded in an exclusive and inspiring event.

What will happen on the 2nd evening of Command Control?
We will meet from 6 pm onwards at the VIP lounge for an innovative, yet festive celebration
of recent transformation successes among an exclusive crowd of CEOs, CDOs and further
transformation leaders, as well as – of course – CIOs, CISO, CTOs and similar professions.
As in previous years, there will be ample opportunity for networking and best practice sharing
by and with our high-profile participants. Under the patronage of Dorothee Bär, Minister
of State for Digitalisation, this event holds a solid reputation for high-calibre content, great
networking and a relaxed atmosphere.

More information: www.dtoy.digital
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Network Partners

Media Partners

THANKS
Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. We highly appreciate the support of our partners.
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Corporate Partners First Floor – Start-up

Let’s boost customer happiness.
Through digitalization.
ISPO Digitize Summit
June 30th, 2020

Start-up Area

Stand
Alyne GmbH
401
Vulidity GmbH
402
TreatQuotient403
DataCo GmbH
404
greenhats GmbH
405
C2SEC Inc.
406
CyberDirekt407
MyPrivacy GmbH
408
Cristie Data GmbH
409
Akarion AG
410

#ispodigitizesummit
ispo.com/digitize-summit
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A
Cristie Data GmbH��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-OG.409
Nordring 51-53, DE-63843 Niedernberg
T +49 60 289795555, www.cristie.partners
Akarion AG��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-OG.410
Prinzregentenplatz 7, DE-81675 München
T +43 676 3205942, www.akarion.com

Alyne GmbH������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-OG.401
Ganghoferstr. 68, DE-80339 München
Mobil-T +49 179 1124376, www.alyne.com

B
Bitdefender GmbH �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.103
Lohbachstraße 12, Technologiezentrum Schwerte
DE-58239 Schwerte
Fax +49 2304 945169, www.bitdefender.de

CyberDirekt��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-OG.407
Kopenicker Straße 154a, DE-10997 Berlin
T +49 30 40369529, www.cyberdirekt.de

D
Darktrace
Oskar-von-Miller-Ring 20, DE-80333 München
T +49 89 25552985,  info@darktrace.com, www.darktrace.com

DataGuard����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-OG.404
Dachauer Straße 65, DE-80335 München
T +49 89 44255062649, www.dataguard.de

C
doIT solutions GmbH�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.310
Zum Wartturm 5, DE-63571 Gelnhausen
T +49 6051 474720, www.doit-solutions.de
C2SEC Inc.����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-OG.406
17408 NE 20th CT, US-Redmond 98052
T +41 792 147719

DriveLock SE�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.309
Landsberger Straße 396 // Campus West, DE-81241 München
T +49 89 54636490, www.drivelock.de

Cloudflare, Inc.���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.201
Rosental 7, DE-80331 München
T +49 89 25552787, www.cloudflare.com
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E

Ernst & Young Wirtschaftsprüfungs GmbH (EY)�������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.104
Arnulfstraße 59, DE-80636 München
T +49 89 1433121330
 cybersecurity@de.ey.com, http://www.de.ey.com/cybersecurity
L EY has been a global leader in cybersecurity, data protection, risk
management and forensics for many years.
More than 7,000 cyber professional, IoT advisors, business
administrators and lawyers carry out risk assessments based on
economic and geopolitical aspects in order to gain a realistic,
comprehensive understanding of risks and enable targeted
decision-making. We help our clients safeguard their business
against cyber risks and unlock value through technological
innovations.
EY Cyber: We help you to securely navigate the Transformative Age.

Eversheds Sutherland (Germany) LLP �����������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.203
Brienner Straße 12, DE-80333 München
T +49 89 545650, www.eversheds-sutherland.de

G

greenhats® GmbH ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-OG.405
Buchenweg 22, DE-35096 Weimar (Lahn)
T +49 6426 8989022, https://greenhats.com

I

IBM Deutschland �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.101
IBM-Allee 1, DE-71139 Ehningen
T +49 7034 2872940
 cindy.perez.cadet@ibm.com, www.ibm.com/de-de/security
L We build security so that our customers can focus on their core
business. With our solutions, we protect critical assets, identify risks
and stop threats.

Infoblox Germany GmbH���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.304
Landsberger Straße 155, DE-80687 München
T +49 69 959325359, www.infoblox.com

ISF – Information Security Forum Limited
10 Eastcheap, GB-London EC3M 1AJ
T +44 203 8756868, www.securityforum.org

K

Kekst CNC
Leopoldstraße 10, DE-80802 München
T +49 89 5994580, www.kekstcnc.com

M

IAPP – International Association of Privacy Professionals�������������������������������������ICM-EG.308
Avenue des Arts 56, BE-1000 Brussels
T +32 2 4864166, www.iapp.org

40

Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft�������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.301
Königinstraße 107, DE-80802 München
T +49 89 38915281, www.munichre.com
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MyPrivacy GmbH����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-OG.408
Argentinierstraße 53/16, AT-1040 Wien
T +43 667 61222575, www.myprivacy.cc

Security-Island.com c/o mybreev GmbH
Bahnhofstraße 1c, DE-41747 Viersen
T +49 2162 1065549, Fax +49 2162 352512
www.security-island.com

N

T

Nimbusec GmbH �����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.302
Fadingerstraße 15, AT-4020 Linz
T +43 664 3830882, https://nimbusec.com

ThreatQuotient Inc ������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-OG.403
11400 Commerce Park Drive, Suite 200, US-Reston 20191
T +33 672 715385, www.threatq.com

O
TREND MICRO Deutschland GmbH���������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.306
Parkring 29, DE-85748 Garching
T +49 89 839329700, www.trendmicro.com
OneTrust Privacy Ltd�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.202
Sonnenstraße 31, DE-80331 München
Mobil-T +49 175 3712983, www.onetrust.de

V
Varonis Deutschland GmbH�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.204
Kronstadter Straße 4, DE-81677 München
T +49 89 38037990, www.varonis.com

OneTrust Vendorpedia�������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.311
Sonnenstraße 31, 4. Stock, DE-80331 München
Mobil-T +49 175 3712983, www.vendorpedia.com

S

SANS Institute ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.307
Rockville Pike, Suite 200 11200, US-Rockville 20852
Mobil-T +49 172 5120815, www.sans.org
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Verizon Deutschland GmbH�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.102
Sebrathweg 20, DE-44149 Dortmund
T +49 307 6691520, https://enterprise.verizon.com

Vulidity GmbH ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-OG.402
Berngehen 5, DE-84579 Unterneukirchen
T +49 8633 505694, www.vulidity.de
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Z

Zerto Germany GmbH �������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.303
Theodor-Stern-Kai 1, DE-60596 Frankfurt
T +49 69 95178695, www.zerto.com

ZITiS – Zentrale Stelle für Informationstechnik im Sicherheitsbereich�����������������ICM-EG.305
Zamdorfer Straße 88, DE-81677 München
T +49 89 60806796146, www.zitis.bund.de

Zscaler Deutschland GmbH�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������ICM-EG.105
Landshuter Allee 8, DE-80637 München
T +49 89 54558358, www.zscaler.com
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